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Fuzzy bugs, feathery bugs, lacy bugs, and leathery bugs are among the tempting textures that kids

of all ages will want to identify (and play with).  David Carter has created a Bug touch-and-feel book

filled with tons of tactile fun.
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David A. Carter is a master paper engineer and creator of the Bugs series, which has sold more

than 6 million copies. Also the author and illustrator of the critically acclaimed Color series, featuring

One Red Dot, Blue 2, 600 Black Spots, Yellow Square, and White Noise, he lives in Auburn,

California, with his wife and two daughters.David A. Carter is a master paper engineer and creator
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If you know Dave Carter books, then this one will not disappoint. While it is not one of his pop-up

books, the illustrations have his humor and the vibrancy of his other books. My granddaughter

LOVES this book, and she immediately knew what to do with it. The pages are study and a good



size for little hands. And the variety of textures is good as well.

Don't let the name put you off. This was amazing! It has a lot more textures than the typical texture

book, and a ton more pages. My son goes back to it often. Even my daughter who is 4 loves it. We

get to talk a whole lot more about textures with her and fabrics. Given there are so many we

discussed all of the different adjatives we could give each bug and get her to name them. My son is

one, and he just likes to go through them all and experience them. Just SO HAPPY to have a book

with new textures and not the same 4-5 ( several furry and like a smooth), adding in sticky, bristly,

glittery, lacy, leathery, crinkly, corrugated, flufy, puffy, feathery etc. Some are better than others

(puffy is more smooth or silky, so we talk about those). I would absolutely recommend this and give

it to anyone I know with a toddler. This is a good find. The bugs are cute and not ugly. None of that

bug revulsion going on here.

I bought this book when my son was 9 months & he still enjoys it 10 months later. I really like the

textures, they are much better quality and larger than other touch and feel books we own. Definitely

one of our favorites.

For the price, this is one of the best touch and feel books we own. I love that is is compact and we

can take it on trips with us. Great illustrations, great variety of textures. This one is a must-have! My

9 month old loves it!

So cute!! Nothing for the kids to pull off or rip. "Sticky" page quickly became unsticky, but that's fine

with us. My daughters (4 and 1) especially love the crinkle touch and feather touch. Really love

these bug books... Adorable and educational. We need another copy of Alphabugs because it was

"loved" very well aka destroyed =)

Great first book for active boy! My baby loved this book froma bout 6 months until 15 months or so.

It was so much of a favorite the binding is very worn now. Now at 18 months he still loves it, but is

more interested in books with stories. But it was well worth the purchase for a baby that constantly

needs to be doing something when he reads. We now give this to our friends with newborns along

with Fuzzy, Fuzzy, Fuzzy.

A friend purchased this book for my son and he absolutely loved it (about a year and a half, still



loves it at two). Now, my daughter (9 months) is interested in touchy/ feeling things so I had to buy a

new one for her (my son insists the first book are "his bugs").

My grandson loves the textures in this one.
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